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ABSTRACT  

 

 Wireless Sensor Networks are widely used in real world applications. Such networks 

produce uncertain data. Such data can be queried in WSN. However, achieving top-k query 

processing is a challenging task. This also needs to reduce transmissions. In other words, 

optimization of data transmissions can reduce the communication cost. This will improve the 

performance of WSN. Top-k queries are the means of optimizing communications in WSN. 

In this paper we proposed an algorithm named Energy Efficient algorithm that performs the 

top-k query processing. We also built a prototype application to demonstrate the proof of 

concept. We used the bench mark dataset available over Internet pertaining to Adult Daily 

Life. The applicability of sufficient set and necessary set to wireless sensor networks is 

shown. The experimental results demonstrate that the proposed algorithmwill incur few 

rounds and reduces the data transmissions significantly for data communications. The 

empirical results show the advantage of the Energy Efficient algorithm, which achieves a 

better performance under various situations. The results reveal the effectiveness of the 

application. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

 

Wireless Sensor Networks are widely used in the real world for collecting and using 

information in both civilian and military applications. The applications are in the fields of 

healthcare, transportation, commerce, industry, science and military. The data is collected 

from sensor devices and the quality of sensors improves the quality of data collected from 

sensors. The precision and other qualities play an important role in sensing. Based on the 

work done, the sensors can be divided into multiple kinds such as voltaic sensors, humidity 

sensors, and binary sensors and so on. The sensors can also make use of GPS technology so 

as to sense the data correctly. The sensors in WSN can produce huge amount of uncertain 

data which can be queried. However, query processing when taken place normally the 
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communication cost is more. This will lead to the performance issues in WSN. To 

overcome this problem top-k query processing concept is used in this paper. A typical WSN 

is presented in Figure 1.  

 
 

Fig 1.1: Wireless sensor network with multiple zones 

 

As can be seen in Figure 1, it is evident that there are many sensors running in 

different zones. They need to transmit data to base station. The base station can be subjected 

to querying. Thus the query with top-k probability is very important for WSN to reduce 

transition power.In this paper we proposed an algorithm for effective communication in 

WSN. The algorithm is known as energy efficient algorithm which is responsible to produce 

top-k results will less cost. Thus the communications in WSN can become optimized for 

good performance. The remainder of this paper is structured as follows. Section II provides 

review of relevant literature. Section III presents proposed system. Section IV presents 

implementation. Section V presents experimental results while section VI concludes the 

paper. 

 

2. RELATED WORKS 

 

In this section review of literature is made on top-k query processing in WSN and 

top – k queries on uncertain data. The researchers in [1], [2], [3], and [4] made extensive 

study on these areas. Due to the limitations in resources the WSN is vulnerable to various 

attacks. However, in this paper its effectiveness in communication is considered. When data 

is more and the transactions involve huge amount of data, the lifetime of the network is lost. 

That is the reason top-k queries can reduce the amount of data to be transferred. In [5] and 

[2] approximation based data aggregation techniques came into existence. In the same 

fashion, later on, approximation based top-k queries concept was introduced in [1]. A model 

driven approach for the same is presented in [6] while further study is found in [7] and [8].  

 

Recently, a study on distributed uncertain database [9] and [10] for processing top-k queries 

is reported.  Li et al. [9] only support top-k queries with the expected ranking semantic. The 

general approach which is proposed is applicable to any queries for the probabilistic top-k 

semantic.Further to request repeated data which will last for the several rounds, the 

protocols proposed are guaranteed to complete within not more than two rounds. This work 

uniquely differentiate with the [9].The work in [10]includes the model of sufficient set. 

Here in the proposed work besides of sufficient set, another significant concept of necessary 
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set is proposed. With these aid a suite of algorithm is developed which shows a better 

performance than the [10].  The Probabilistic ranked queries at the attribute level which are 

based on the uncertainty are studied in [11], [12] and [13]. In [14] the rank tuples are 

derived by their probabilities which satisfy the queries is studied. Finally, the uncertain top-

k query under the setting of streaming databases is studied which provides a compact data 

set and is exploited for supporting the efficient slide window top-k queries.    

 
 

3. PROPOSED SOLUTION FOR TOP-K QUERY PROCESSING 

 

As the WSN is widely used in many real world applications, it became imperative 

that the communication cost of the network is optimized. Top-k query processing can 

reduce the communication cost. In this paper we proposed an algorithm named “Energy 

Efficient Algorithm” for top-k query processing. The algorithm is as follows.  

 

3.1 Proposed Algorithm 

Algorithm: Energy Efficient Algorithm 

Purpose     : To process top – k queries on dataset generated by sensors 

Inputs        : dataset, top-k query 

Outputs     : Top – K results 

STEP 1: PRE-PROCESSING 

Load given dataset into a reader object 

Write the dataset content to a relational table 

 

STEP 2: IDENTIFY PROBABLE TOP K COLUMN 

For Each Column in Dataset 

       IF column is top k probable 

           Choose column as Candidate for Top K Processing 

       END IF 

END  

Initialize F to hold unique field values 

For all values in chosen Column 

     Add unique value to F 

END 

 

STEP 3:  PROCESSING TOP –K QUERIES 

Initialize R for holding top K Results 

Populate F on UI  

Take Top K Input from End User 

Extract all rows from dataset that satisfy user selection 

Compute ranking for rows 

Sort rows in ascending order by rank 

Populate top K rows into R 

Return R 

 

As can be seen in Listing 1, it is evident that the algorithm has multiple steps that can 

be used to complete the processing of Top-k queries. In step 1, pre-processing takes place. 

Step 2 focuses on identifying probable top-k columns. Step 3 is meant for actually processing 

top-k queries can be shown in below Figure 2. The dataset details are as given below. 
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Fig3.1: Top-K Query Processing 
 

3.2 Data Set Used for Experiments 

 

Activities of Daily Living (ADLs) Recognition Using Binary Sensors are captured to 

form this dataset. This dataset comprises information regarding the ADLs performed by two 

users on a daily basis in their own homes. This dataset is composed by two instances of data, 

each one corresponding to a different user and summing up to 35 days of fully labeled data. 

Each instance of the dataset is described by three text files, namely: description, sensors 

events (features), activities of the daily living (labels).  Sensor events were recorded using a 

wireless sensor network and data were labeled manually. 

 

4. IMPLEMENTATION  
 

We built a prototype application in order to demonstrate the proof of concept. The 

algorithm is able to produce top-k results on making queries based on selected activities. In 

Energy efficient algorithm at intermediate nodes some data is filtered which will be the data 

for the second round. Here from source nodes the Supplementary data is pulled which may 

not be necessary always as the data is some other nodes will be delivering the data to the 

intermediate nodes. Additionally, the intermediate node determines whether to go further to 

request the data from other nodes present in the next level of tree for retrieving 

supplementary data with the knowledge about data that is stored in the sub tree.  In this 

algorithm the suppressed data is cached by the each intermediate node nj for each of its child 

node ni along with Bi the supplementary boundary.  

 

In the second round the transmission of unnecessary supplementary data is suppressed 

with the boundary information gathered.  For NBi, its necessary boundary is Bi and ni is a leaf 

node i.e., ni is the necessary set from the lowest ranked tuple in the dataset. On the other 

hand, the supplementary boundary Bi is computed if ni is a nonleaf node and the computed 

results are sent with necessary set by ni. In the first round of Energy efficient algorithm the 

derivation of supplementary boundary and its maintenance is derived at intermediate nodes.It 

derives Bifrom ( )x in child n xB . Let *

xB  be the boundary holding the highest score among 

allboundary information of ( )x in child n xB . If *

xB  ranks higherthan NBi, then *

i xB B ; 

otherwise, i iB NB . 
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 In second round the global necessary boundary is determined in order to retrieve the 

supplementary data along the sensor nodes to routing tree. The global necessary boundary is 

not propagated to the child node niat intermediate node nj if Bi is greater than global necessary 

boundary. In the second round communication a significant saving can be achieved. 

 

 

5. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 

 

Experiments are made with the prototype application which facilitates the user to 

view top-k results. For each activity the algorithm can produce frequency of the events and 

produce the top-k results. 

 

5.1 Performance Evaluation 

 

The previous experiments on adaptive algorithm are conducted on a setting that 

exhibits dynamic changes with certain temporal locality. Since the algorithm dynamically 

adapts to the changes by switching to appropriate methods, it provides an additional saving 

over the other algorithms. When compare to existing method the proposed method the cost 

optimization is reduced.  First validate the effectiveness of proposed methods in reducing the 

transmission cost using synthetic data and real data .the cost optimization clearly shown in 

below graphs.   

 

 
Fig 5.1: Cost Optimization using synthetic data and Real Data 

 

We first validate the proposed method for effectiveness in reducing transmission cost 

comparing with existing methods, where this approach simply transmits complete data set for 

query processing and using parameter settings processing strategy [14] an iterative approach 

is developed. In each round of iterative approach a single data tuple in local data sets with 

highest score and present local highest score is delivered by each cluster head. In response, 

necessary set is derived by the base station from the data collected so far. The final result is 

determined by the base station, if the current local highest score is less than the score of the 

necessary boundary of all the cluster heads and thus the algorithm is terminated Otherwise it 

will move to next round. Both the real traces and synthetic data are used in the experiments. 

To show the general performance the parameter settings are all randomized. In Fig.5.1 the 

results indicate that the proposed algorithm reduce data transmissions about 70 percent on 

synthetic data sets against Iterative approach and about 80 percent savings on real traces 

against the Iterative approach and compares with the NSB and Adaptive approaches the 

savings are between 5 to 10 percent. Due to the constant and small query processing rounds 

in the proposed approaches they have outperformed the remaining approaches. In Iterative 

approach the algorithm incurs about 60 to 200 rounds, and NSB and Adaptive algorithms it 
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lasts for 10 to 20 rounds, But the Proposed approach completes the algorithm within two 

rounds. An important note about the proposed algorithm is that the experiments are 

conducted to show dynamic changes with temporal locality.  

 

 
 

Fig 5.2:  Impact of Query parameters for varied k 

 

The proposed algorithm provides additional savings than the other algorithms as it 

adapt to the changes dynamically. Here the impact of the performance on the system 

parameters and the variety of query is examined for the proposed algorithm. In the Results 

the baseline approaches are not shown for the clarity of presentation and also the real traces 

are omitted from the experimental results due to space limitations. The impact of the query 

parameters is shown first in Fig. 5.2 which shows the transmission cost trend by varying k 

from2 to 10. 

 

 
Fig 5.3Impact of Query parameters for varied p 

 

 In the experimental results as shows for all algorithms there is a rise in transmission 

cost with the increase in the number of tuples required for the query processing. Among the 

Adaptive, NSB, and SSB algorithms, SSB performance is not good and also for others when 

k is small but the choice of SSB is good for larger k. Fig. 5.3 shows the  transmission cost 

trend for  varying p that is query threshold from 0.2 to 0.7. When the threshold value p is 

increased then the performance is improved for all algorithms as normally this will reduces 

the result set size and with the total data transmitted to the base station. When p is small NSB 

performs well but the performance degrades significantly with the other algorithms with the 

increase in p value. This is because the SSB and Adaptive uses the tighter threshold for 

filtering out the unqualified tuples to reach the necessary tighter boundary. On other hand, 
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less benefit is going to get with the sufficient boundary.  Finally the Energy Efficient 

algorithms will matches well with the adaptive. 

 

6. CONCLUSIONS  

 

The problem top-k queries in WSN is studies in this work. The nodes in WSN can 

produce huge amount of uncertain data. Querying such data in a cost-effective fashion is the 

need of the hour. Therefore our study focused on processing top-k queries in WSN. Towards 

this end we proposed an algorithm for achieving top-k results. The proposed algorithm also 

incurs less cost for producing top-k results. We built a prototype application for 

demonstrating proof of concept. The application provides user-friendly interface and the 

users can have queries on the data. The ADL dataset is used for experiments. The dataset has 

details of adults’ daily life which reflects the priorities or the time spending patterns of adults. 

The experimental results reveal that the system is useful and can be used in real world 

applications.  
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